 CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Captains Log Star Date 10301.10 We have been dispatched by Star Fleet Command to investigate pirate sightings in the Gavina Nebula. Along with us comes a Dr. Gifrel and his team for they are to study the Nebula. This mission will take us near Caitian Space, while here I should go to fetch my old Chief Science Officer, Sozor.

Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin "Lost... Kin?" part 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Peters says:
::On the bridge at TAC 1::

TO_Sky says:
::heads out of the security office and gets on the TL for the bridge::

CSO_KTor says:
::On the bridge at Science 1::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::In sickbay going through some reports.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::in his Ready Room::

OPS_Mades says:
::On the bridge at operations.  Feels odd as if he had been away for a long time::

TO_Sky says:
::with a light step exits the TL and heads for tac2:: CTO: Morning ma'am. ::grins::

Dr_Gifrel says:
::glances around the bridge at the officers working, and then chimes the door to the captain's ready room::

CEO_Russel says:
::In ME, getting the ship ready for departure.  Slowly brings up the warp core's power output.::

CTO_Peters says:
::Increases tactical scans to maximum.  Programs to alert her should anything appear.  Hears a voice.::  TO:  Hey Bri.  ::Smiles::   You look too happy, might have to change that.  ::Grins::

FCO_Teasley says:
::at the helm, getting the systems warmed up::

TO_Sky says:
CTO: Oh come on just because I had a few days of fun while on break. Unlike you I don't have an interest on the ship. ::giggles and nods towards the OPS officer::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::hearing the chimes, he puts away his PADDs.:: Dr. Please come in

CTO_Peters says:
TO:  Yeah he is a cutie isn't he...  ::Chuckles::  Have you met up with Topper yet?

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: Ready to transfer into cruise mode and disconnect from station power.

Dr_Gifrel says:
::steps through the doors:: CO: Greetings, thank you so much for you hospitality.. ::scurries in, a little undignified for being a woman.. but then, she's a scientist on a starship, not a model on a runway.::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Make it so

TO_Sky says:
::logs into the computer and starts looking over some scans:: CTO: Yeah that's where I came from. Had a meeting with him to set up some training schedules.

FCO_Teasley says:
::sits in the big chair::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::stands:: Dr. Please have a seat

Dr_Gifrel says:
::keeps talking, because she's a chatterbox:: CO: Yes, yes, so.. you're about to ask me to sit down, right?  I don't mind if I do.  ::takes a seat across from the CO's desk, and then quickly gets up again, and paces around the room::

OPS_Mades says:
*CEO*: Switching out from station power, you ready down there?

Dr_Gifrel says:
::shakes her head slightly:: CO: Better not.. too much to do.. too much to think.  ::walks around the ready room in a circle::

CTO_Peters says:
TO:  Oh good....  I've switched out Breen scenario to Pirates at the moment.   It seems we are going to get a crack at a different bad guy this time around.   ::double-checks the phaser banks.::

Dr_Gifrel says:
::walks by the chair and sits down again.. then gets up and starts pacing again.::

CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Yes, you can proceed.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Finishing the report, sends a copy to the XO.  Then looks over the physical schedule Sara had set up.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::watches the Dr pace around like a caged lab rat::

OPS_Mades says:
::makes the switch:: FCO: We are now running on our own power again.

TO_Sky says:
CTO: Well by the time I get through with that bunch they will be top notch or be on report and heading off the ship. ::giggles::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Excellent, when can we get underway?

OPS_Mades says:
::watches as all systems report in at nominal::

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: According to my board, whenever we want.  Want me to let Station Operations know we are leaving?

Dr_Gifrel says:
CO: Oh.. yes, I meant to inform you.. I've already sent some requests to engineering ... to increase resolution on sensors... One in a lifetime opportunity, you understand?  So, the better the pictures... the better the memories, eh

CTO_Peters says:
TO:  Hmmm I guess that means I should get out my whip then...   ::Tosses a crumb at Christian::

CSO_KTor says:
::Brings sensors up to full ready for departure::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Just a second *CO*: Teasley to the captain

OPS_Mades says:
::blanches slightly at the mention of a whip but tries to act like he isn't listening::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Dr: Star Fleet Command has asked me to take you and your team to investigate the Gavina Nebula. So, I have assigned my Chief Science Officer and Chief Medical Officer to help you. They are at your disposal. So besides Engineering, anything else you need?

CMO_Mea`e says:
*CTO*:  You busy?

TO_Sky says:
CTO: If you wish. ::finishes checking the sensors and scans:: Looks like everything is working just fine.

Dr_Gifrel says:
::stops pacing and walks over to the CO, who's still standing, and takes his right hand into hers, and gives it a firm shake:: CO: Sorry, how rude of me.  Dr. Gifrel at your service, Captain MacPherson-Quest.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
*FCO*: Yes Mr. Teasley?

CTO_Peters says:
::Taps com badge.::  *CMO*:  Just monitoring the scans Doctor, something I can do for you?

CEO_Russel says:
::Takes a look at the Dr.'s sensor modifications request.::

Dr_Gifrel says:
::drops her hand to her side:: CO: Oh nothing much now... it's just a matter of time.. Think you can speed that up a bit so we can get there faster?  ::grins::

OPS_Mades says:
::wonders what Zoe expects to find on the scans when they are still docked at starbase...  tactical, always looking for a fight.  He chuckles a bit at the thought.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Dr: Please to make your acquaintance, I am Capt. Ewan McPherson-Quest ::shakes her hand::

TO_Sky says:
::shudders  hearing the doctor's voice and hopes it's a long time before she has to report to sickbay again::

CMO_Mea`e says:
*CTO*:  I am beginning the yearly exams.  And figured I would start with the tactical department before things heat up later.

FCO_Teasley says:
*CO*: We're ready to get underway, shall I give the order sir?

TO_Sky says:
CTO: Better you than me. ::chuckles::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Dr: Well Dr, I have instructed my FCO to go to Warp 5 once we leave the Star Base. We could go at a faster Warp speed if you like?

CTO_Peters says:
*CMO*:  Hmmm, might not be a bad idea...  I'll send down Ens Sky...  ::Grins at her TAC officer.::

TO_Sky says:
::almost sticks her tongue out at Zoe but refrains:: CTO: Thanks a lot.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
*FCO*: You’re in Command Cmdr. take us out

CTO_Peters says:
::Chuckles:: TO:  That's what friends are for.

CMO_Mea`e says:
*CTO*:  Good, I need to check over my handiwork anyway.  After she is done, I will set up the next for you.

FCO_Teasley says:
*CO*: Understood

CTO_Peters says:
*CMO*:  Understood Doctor.  Ens Sky is on towards you location now.

Dr_Gifrel says:
::shakes her head:: CO: Oh.. no, no.. it's perfectly fine.  ::rubs her hands together:: I look forward to spending some time relaxing from my work... my doctor tells me I need to slow down otherwise I might blow a blood vessel... that would be bad .. ::chuckles at herself:: I would hate to leave a mess on your polished bridge floor.

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Inform the Starbase that we will be departing

TO_Sky says:
CTO: I guess it's a good thing you aren't my enemy or I would have a knife in my back. ::grins mischievously::

OPS_Mades says:
::nods::  COM:SB OPS: This is the Artemis.  It's been fun, but we've got to go.  Permission to disembark?

CMO_Mea`e says:
*CTO*:  Thanks.  Medical out.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Dr: Well Dr, if you like you can join my wife and myself for dinner later tonight

Host SM_Sergio says:
<SB OPS> Artemis : We WON'T miss you.. Permission granted... ::chuckles::

TO_Sky says:
::shuts down the tac2 terminal and turns to head for the TL:: CTO: Hopefully this won't take too long.

Dr_Gifrel says:
CO: Oh.. really? Well, I don't want to impose.. but... ::thinks for a moment:: sure stuff.

CTO_Peters says:
TO:  Just keep away from anything sharp.  ::Winks::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Mr. Mades, I'd like you to man the helm for now

TO_Sky says:
::enters the TL requesting Sickbay::

CEO_Russel says:
::frowns as he goes down the list.::  Computer:  locate Dr. Gifrel.

OPS_Mades says:
COM: SB OPS: Hey, I said I was sorry about the slime worm incident.  It really wasn't meant for you.  ::glances at Zoe::  Artemis out.

CEO_Russel says:
<Computer> CEO:  Doctor Gifrel is in the Captain's ready room.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Nods over at Sarah.::  MO:  I'll take Sky.  Why don't you take the next security officer on the list.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Dr: On the contrary, my wife and I would enjoy having you

CTO_Peters says:
::Chuckles at the mention of the slime worm incident.::

MO_Parks says:
::Nods::  CMO:  I am on it.  I will get them down in a moment.

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: Sure thing.  ::changes seats::  Ready to go.

TO_Sky says:
::exits and heads into SB:: CMO: Okay I am here do your worse. ::grins::

Dr_Gifrel says:
CO: Well.. sure.. I would love to meet the Mrs.  ::finally takes a seat in the chair offered to her in the beginning of the meeting::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Release docking clamps

CTO_Peters says:
FCO:  Cmdr., tactical is green across the board.  We are ready.

CEO_Russel says:
::Walks out of ME and heads to the nearest TL.::

OPS_Mades says:
::taps a few buttons:: FCO: Done, those clamps are ranging free once again.

FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: Acknowledged

CSO_KTor says:
::Activates long range sensors ready for warp, checks sensors:: FCO: Science is ready sir, short and long range sensors online.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Dr. Fine it's settled ::smiles:: If there isn't anything else, I can escort you to your quarters?

FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: Understood

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Looks up::  TO:  I should be so quick.  ::Smiles::   What is that old earth saying?  I loved it when I heard it.   Hmmm... ::Points to the nearest biobed::  Come into the parlor said the spider to the fly.

CEO_Russel says:
::Enters TL.::  TL:  Bridge.

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Take us out, full impulse

Dr_Gifrel says:
CO: It does sound like you're extremely busy with us being disembarking and leaving the system and all.. Why don't I leave you to your command post....  I think I can find my quarters.  ::grins: It's not the first time I've been on a Steamrunner before.

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: Full impulse, sure thing.  ::cracks his knuckles and takes her out::

MO_Parks says:
::Smiling, calls in the next tactical officer on their list.::

TO_Sky says:
::chuckles:: CMO: Yes that is about what I feel like. ::walks over and hops up on the biobed:: No offense doc just never got in the habit of seeing a doctor regularly.

CTO_Peters says:
::Taps her console::  *Topper*:  Chief are the teams in place?

TO_Sky says:
<Topper> *CTO*: Aye ma'am they are.

CTO_Peters says:
*Topper*:  Don't forget once we reach the system, two security on the Capt. ::goes over her list to see what she has forgotten.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
:: laughs a little:: Dr: Ok then, I look forward seeing you for dinner. I have to finish going over paperwork. ::stands::

TO_Sky says:
<Topper> ::chuckles:: *CTO*: Don't worry I have already been read the riot act by that feisty TO you have.

CEO_Russel says:
::Exits the TL onto the bridge.::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Lay in a course for the Gavina Nebula and engage at warp 5 when we clear the outer marker

CTO_Peters says:
::Chuckles::  *Topper*:  I hope she left a little skin in tact... wouldn't want to scare y our wife now.

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: Done and ready.  Exiting the markers in just this side of 5 minutes.

TO_Sky says:
*CTO*: Not to worry but I think she scared some sense into some of the security officers. ::chuckles::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Turning the biobed on, makes an adjustment for the TO's physiology.::  TO:  Did you ever think, that if you visited your doctor more regularly, you might actually enjoy your visits?  Hmmm?  ::Takes her hand first and looks it over carefully, moving the various digits.:: Looks like it has healed well.  Does it give you any problems?

Dr_Gifrel says:
::gets up from her just-getting-warm-and-comfy-seat::  CO: Yes.. just ring.. er..  COMM me when you're ready to eat.. ::Grins:: I'll leave you to the paperwork.. which reminds me of a bunch I still have to do.  ::crosses her eyes and makes a funny face:: Yes, yes... so... I'll see you later then, Captain.  ::clicks her heels together and bows::

FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: Are your teams in place?

CTO_Peters says:
::Chuckles:: *Topper*:  If you need anything you know where to find me.  Peters out.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::smiles and bows back::

TO_Sky says:
CMO: Not at all. ::flexes the hand:: Just as it was before. And what sense does it make going to the doctor when nothing is wrong?

Dr_Gifrel says:
CO: Good day sir.  ::turns and exist the ready room and almost ran into the CEO::

TO_Sky says:
<Topper> *CTO*: Yes that I do. ::chuckles and cuts the comm::

CTO_Peters says:
FCO:   They are Sir.  I also have two security personnel standing by for the Capt. once we reach the system.   There are security teams on every deck.

CEO_Russel says:
::Walks over to the ready room's door.  Stops as the Doctor almost runs into him.::

OPS_Mades says:
::while keeping an eye on the helm, Christian pulls up the last supply manifest to make sure everything has been stowed away, including the extra special cargo::

CMO_Mea`e says:
TO: It never hurts to get to know ones doctor... especially in a clinch.  ::Looks up at the sensor readings and does a comparison to her last physical.::

Dr_Gifrel says:
CEO: Oh, oh. Sorry, sorry.. I wasn't watching where I was going.. I never do mind you.. ::keeps chatting::  Terrible habit of mine, you understand.

FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: Well done

TO_Sky says:
::chuckles:: CMO: I prefer to know folks outside of work.

CEO_Russel says:
::smiles.::  Dr_Gifrel:  You must be Doctor Gifrel.

Dr_Gifrel says:
::checks the pips on his collar:: CEO: The captain is still in there, Commander.  ::clicks her heels and bows slightly... because he's a lower ranking officer and doesn't require a full bow like to the captain.::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: What's our ETA?

CEO_Russel says:
Dr_Gifrel:  Actually, I'm here to see you, doctor.

OPS_Mades says:
::thinks the FCO must be a little bored:: FCO: 2 more minutes to the outer markers.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Puts hand to heart with a sigh::  TO:  Matt isn't the kind to just head out much.  ::Takes a blood sample and hands it to one of the nurses to run a more in-depth scan.::

Dr_Gifrel says:
CEO: Yes... yes... that would be me... ::grins from ear to ear::  The one and only... okay... maybe not.. my father and mother and 2 brothers and 3 sisters area also Dr. Gifrels... but... hey... there's only one of me-me... you understand…

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Thank you

Dr_Gifrel says:
CEO: Oh... okay... well... at your service.  ::grabs his right hand and gives it a firm shake like she did with the captain, and then quickly drops both hands again:: What can I do for you, commander?

CTO_Peters says:
::Begins reading reports coming across her console.::

TO_Sky says:
CMO: Well I have always been very healthy. I am sure you have my records from earth.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::goes back to his paperwork::

CEO_Russel says:
Dr_Gifrel:  I'm Lieutenant Commander Matthew Russel, the Artemis' Chief Engineer.  I had a few questions about your requested modifications to the sensors.  Would you accompany me to Main engineering?

OPS_Mades says:
::turns around:: FCO: I could go faster, but then that whole time dilation thing starts, and then it might actually take longer...  ::gets a confused look on his face as his head starts to hurt... temporal physics, yuck!  Turns back around and shuts up::

TO_Sky says:
CMO: You will find listed the accident that gave me this scar. ::points to her chin:: And a few reports on broken bones but that's about it.

CMO_Mea`e says:
TO:  Yep, and according to this, you remain just as healthy.  Which I hope to keep that way.  You need to set up an appointment with the ships counselor.  I take care of the body, she messes with the mind.   ::Smiling, steps back.::  I am done.  That wasn't so bad.

FCO_Teasley says:
::gives the OPS an odd stare::

TO_Sky says:
CMO: The Counselor? I don't see why that is necessary.

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: We've just passed the outer markers.

Dr_Gifrel says:
CEO: Sure, sure, of course.. Commander.. Russel, was it?  What seems to be the problem?  Not too big of a job for you?  It's just some upgrade to the optical chips in the sensor palettes... okay.. well.. all the chips need to be replace.. but really.. not that hard of a job.. ::grins and raises her eyebrows to give her that happy-go-lucky look::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Engage

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::finishes the last of his paperwork, turns his chair to look out the small window and watches the stars fly by::

CTO_Peters says:
::Sends Christian a picture of a lobster::

CMO_Mea`e says:
TO:  Standard procedure.  Just as you see me twice a year for one full physical and one standard physical, you see your ships counselor.

CTO_Peters says:
::Forgets to mention she left a present in his quarters.::

OPS_Mades says:
::sends the ship into warp and enjoys the momentary blur of the stars on the main viewscreen before it shuts down to prevent that whole star-blindness-sleeping at the wheel thing::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Artemis goes into warp...

TO_Sky says:
::hops off the biobed:: CMO: Oh yes the beloved procedures. Well I'll get around to it but for now I need to get back to the bridge.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Nods::  TO:  The counselor will call you soon.  That is the usual procedure.  For now, take care.

CTO_Peters says:
::Begins humming.::

CEO_Russel says:
::Starts walking to the TL with the doctor.::  Gifrel:  Yes, those I am fine with, but you also requested modifications to the power supplies of the sensors.  The sensors aren't configured to take that much power.  We'd have to make additional modifications and those could take a while...

TO_Sky says:
CMO: I plan on it. ::waves as she heads out of sickbay nodding at the entering security officer::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Looks over at Sarah who is involved in a more thorough physical.::

Dr_Gifrel says:
::strokes her chin, in deep thought as she follows the CEO:: CEO: I see, I see.. so how much longer?

OPS_Mades says:
::finishes with the manifest, glad to see that everything is where it is supposed to be. Monitoring their course, his mind begins to wander a bit::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
*FCO*: I will be in my Ready Room for awhile, you still have the CON. Just give me a holler if you encounter anything

Dr_Gifrel says:
CEO: I want the best sensor readings possible, and I was told in times past that with these modifications, I'll get the resolution I need for studying the nebula.

TO_Sky says:
::hums as she walks along making a couple of the security officers take a second look before getting back to business...walks into the TL when it opens:: Self: Always good to keep them guessing. ::requests the bridge and waits::

FCO_Teasley says:
*CO*: Aye sir

CMO_Mea`e says:
*CTO*:  You are next...

CEO_Russel says:
Gifrel:  You would...  the additional modifications will take a couple of hours.

CTO_Peters says:
::Stops humming.::  *CMO*:  So Soon?   I'm sure you must be busy with other people at the moment.

TO_Sky says:
::steps off the TL onto the bridge overhearing the CTO:: CTO: Oh no I had to go so now you get to go. ::giggles and heads for tac2::

CEO_Russel says:
::Enters the TL.::  TL:  Deck 7.

CTO_Peters says:
TO:  Well it looks like you survived and still in a good mood to boot.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::goes back to watching out the window thinking...::

CTO_Peters says:
TO:  I'm calibrating the phaser banks... yes that is it...  must be done you know.

Dr_Gifrel says:
::steps into the TL as the TO steps off and clicks her heels and just nods her head slightly at him in greeting and then turns her attention back to the CEO:: CEO: Couple of hours?  That's.. couple of additional hours you need before we arrive at the nebula right..?  Not.. after?

CMO_Mea`e says:
*CTO*:  Come on down.  This is just a general and will be done shortly.

TO_Sky says:
CTO: Oh well I am still alive you know. ::chuckles:: Always been healthy so I don't see any reason for that to change. And that is something I can handle or do you want me to call security to escort you down? ::grins::

CTO_Peters says:
::Chuckles:: TO:  You wouldn't?    *CMO*:  I’m on my way Doctor.

TO_Sky says:
CTO: That's what friends are for. ::giggles::

CEO_Russel says:
Gifrel:  To tell you the truth, the whole modifications might not be finished before we reach the nebula, but we'll do our best to be ready on time.

CTO_Peters says:
::Steps away from the tactical station:: FCO:  Sir, please say you need me on the bridge, the Doctor is kidnapping me to sickbay.  ::As she speaks she is heading to the TL.::

CTO_Peters says:
::Waits for the doors to open.::

TO_Sky says:
FCO: She is just looking for an excuse sir. ::chuckles and whistles a tune under her breath::

OPS_Mades says:
::stirred from his reverie, he mutters:: the CTO is scared of the Doctor... hope we don't get attacked by a medical ship.

FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: Go ahead

Dr_Gifrel says:
CEO: Oh.. that's not a problem.  The team that came with me.. a couple of them are probably capable of giving you a hand on the modification.. why.. even I can help.. I had a few engineering lessons myself.. did quite well .. if I may add.. I just decided to go with the science route.. since.. well.. I like science more.. ::grins::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Glances at the CTO's file, then prepares the biobed for her species.::

Dr_Gifrel says:
::steps back into the TL so the CEO can get on::

CTO_Peters says:
::Mutters with a grin::  All:  I get no support....  ::doors open and she steps in.::  Computer:  Sickbay.

TO_Sky says:
*Topper*: I need a report on the security teams.

CTO_Peters says:
::Feels the TL stop and the doors open.  She steps out and walks towards sickbay.::

CTO_Peters says:
<Topper> *TO*:  All security teams in place on all decks.  The two security for the Capt. are stationed outside his ready room.

CEO_Russel says:
::Steps out of the TL on deck 7.::  Gifrel:  I'll contact you if I need your help.  Thank you for your time.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::finally remembers that he took on a new TAC Officer:: *TO*: If you have a moment Ensign, I'd like to see you in my Ready Room

TO_Sky says:
*CO*: Aye sir. ::nods at Temple to take over tac2 and heads for the RR::

CTO_Peters says:
::Enters a door and finds herself not in sickbay...  Steps back out and reads the sign...  Counseling:: Self:  Oops don't need this place.

Dr_Gifrel says:
::blinks, thought he wanted her in main engineering as well.. oh well.:: CEO: Sure, sure... you know where to ring me.  Good day to you.  ::clicks her heals and bows slightly as before, as the TL doors close::  TL: Deck... uh... guest quarters?

TO_Sky says:
::rings the chime and waits::

CEO_Russel says:
::Walks off towards main engineering.::

CTO_Peters says:
::Reorients herself and heads towards sickbay once again.  This time she runs into the security team for that deck.::  Parsons/T'Real:  Report?

CTO_Peters says:
<T'Real> CTO:  Everything is quiet Ma'am..  I think we are just making everyone nervous by walking around here, but...  ::Shrugs::  Orders are orders...

TO_Sky says:
<Parsons> CTO: Everything is fine ma'am.

Dr_Gifrel says:
<Computer> Dr: Confirm Deck 3.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
TO: Enter

Dr_Gifrel says:
TL: Oh yes, yes... deck three... yes, yes... please.  Deck 3.  ::feels the TL moves upward::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS:  What's our ETA?

CTO_Peters says:
::Nods at both of the officers.::  Parsons/T'Real:  As you were...  ::Heads off once more::

TO_Sky says:
::walks into the CO's RR and comes to attention:: CO: Ensign Briana Sky reporting as ordered sir.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::stands:: TO: Please, have a seat

Dr_Gifrel says:
::walks about and seems her team in the corridor:: Team: What's the matter?

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: Oh, if I round to the nearest minute or so... 5 days.

TO_Sky says:
::nods and perches on the edge of a chair:: CO: Thank you, sir.

CEO_Russel says:
::Enters ME.::

Dr_Gifrel says:
<Dr. Mosely> Gifrel: Haven't you seen the... place.. ::says that in disgust:: They've put us in?

Dr_Gifrel says:
Mosely: Certainly not.. I've been busy since getting onboard this vessel.

Dr_Gifrel says:
<Dr. Darmoley>Gifrel: They have.. GREEN carpets!

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
TO: Ensign Sky, the reason why I called you in, is to welcome you aboard the Artemis and give you the customary speech. The XO would've been here too, but I given her the day off

Dr_Gifrel says:
::gasps:: Darmoley: No, really?  Don't they know any better?

TO_Sky says:
::nods:: CO: Oh, I see, sir.

CTO_Peters says:
::Enters sickbay and sees that everyone is busy.  Takes a seat and begins tapping her foot.::

Dr_Gifrel says:
<Darmoley> Gifrel: No idea... we can't stay there.

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: We got plenty of time, don't we?

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: Plenty is an understatement.

Dr_Gifrel says:
Darmoley: But.. ::sighs::  Well.. I'll bring that request to the captain I guess.. see what he can do about that.. color... Let me just see it...  ::squints her eyes and walk cautiously towards one of the guest's quarters.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
TO: I like to welcome you aboard the Artemis and hope that you find your time here a pleasant and fulfilling one. I expect my Officer to give their all in everything they do.....

Dr_Gifrel says:
::hears groans behind her as she steps into the quarter and carefully opens one of her eyes and then closes it again and then scurries out:: Team: You're right.. we can't stay there.

CEO_Russel says:
EO_Smith:  Smith, take a team and start the work on the sensor palettes.

TO_Sky says:
CO: That is the way I was raised...to give 100 percent and then some.

CEO_Russel says:
<EO_Smith>  CEO:  Aye, sir.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Comes out of her office with a frown.  Then seeing the CTO sighs::  CTO:  I am so sorry...

CTO_Peters says:
CMO:  No problem Doctor.. I know you are a busy person.

CTO_Peters says:
::Stands up and looks around uncomfortable.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
We here are close knit crew and we take care of our own. If you ever have a problem with anyone from the crew or with myself, you can come to me with whatever it is. Please don't ever feel embarrassed as I know how you feel. I was overwhelmed with my first duty assignment.

Dr_Gifrel says:
Mosely: I think they have blue linens on the beds.. we can always throw those on the floor and use those as.. carpets until the problem can be presented properly.  I'm having dinner with the captain tonight.. I'll bring this problem up with him.

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: I don't know, it took me weeks to get past level 3 on Commandos

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Motions to the table::  CTO:  Actually, I am not that busy.  But oddities come up when least expected.

TO_Sky says:
CO: Well hopefully it won't come to that sir. ::smiles::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
TO: Now, is there anything that you want to know?

CTO_Peters says:
::Nods:: CMO:  Oddities come up too often in my line also.  ::Hopes up onto the biobed.  Resists the urge to swing her legs.::

TO_Sky says:
CO: Not that I can think of right now sir. I have found my way around the ship and am currently working on training schedules for the security teams.

CMO_Mea`e says:
CTO:  How is your back?  giving you any pain?  ::Checks the shoulder area.::

OPS_Mades says:
FCO: Three weeks huh?  Sounds like a challenge to me.

CTO_Peters says:
::Shakes head::  CMO:  Not really no.  I get twinges now and then but nothing serious and nothing I can't handle.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::smiles:: TO: You work fast Ensign

Dr_Gifrel says:
Mosely/Darmoley: Come on... help me... I'm tired... I want to nap.   ::keeps her eyes straight ahead and plunges into the guest quarter again and makes a turn to her right towards the bedroom and linen closet::

CMO_Mea`e says:
CTO:  Twinges?  ::Runs a scan along the area bitten by the spider.::

TO_Sky says:
::shrugs with a grin:: CO: No sense in wasting time sir. Security of the ship is of the utmost importance.

CEO_Russel says:
::Taps commbadge.::  *CSO*:  Russel to K'Tor.

CSO_KTor says:
*CEO*: K'Tor here sir.

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: First chance I get, I let you use the program on the holodeck. By the time you finish with it, you'll think velocity is easy

OPS_Mades says:
::turns around:: FCO: Velocity is easy.  ::tries to keep a straight face, but can't and starts laughing::

CMO_Mea`e says:
CTO:  Hmm...  Looks like the way it scarred after the damage was done.  ::Runs a finger slightly along it, closing her eyes for a moment.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
TO: I agree, but lately it seems no matter how secure, we always limp back to our homeport

CTO_Peters says:
::Jumps slight at the touch::  CMO:  That tingles.

Dr_Gifrel says:
::gets at least the bedroom's floor covered:: Mosely/Darmoley: See... that isn't so bad...  ::slumps onto the bed:: I'm sleeping now…  don't bug me.  ::closes her eyes (all 3 of them) and stretches her arms up above her and falls fast sleep::

CEO_Russel says:
*CSO*:  We're making modifications to the sensor palettes, so you might experience slight reductions in sensor range.  We'll work on two at a time, so the others should compensate.

TO_Sky says:
CO: Well sir I don't know what to say to that one. But I will do anything I can to make sure everyone stays safe on the ship, within my power that is.

CSO_KTor says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged, it shouldn't be a problem sir.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Opens her eyes::  CTO:   Good. Hopefully it should give you less problem.  ::Reaches up and rubs her own arm a moment.::

CEO_Russel says:
*CSO*:  Russel out.

CTO_Peters says:
::turns and looks at the doctor and frowns:;  CMO:  Doctor what did you do?

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
TO: With that kind of attitude Ensign, you'll go far in Star Fleet, perhaps even make Captain. ::a smiles forms again::

Dr_Gifrel says:
<Mosely & Darmoley> ::busy themselves with preparation for arrival at the nebula.. they always do the grunt work.::

FCO_Teasley says:
OPS: Not for me, I'm the worst shot ever

TO_Sky says:
CO: That is the farthest from anything I would dream about. Just making it this far is success for me. I am the only one in my family to ever join Starfleet.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Begins a regular scan.  As she records it, she runs a comparison.::  CTO:  I am Minaran...
CSO_KTor says:
::Standing at science 1 monitoring systems while Russel's teams make the modifications::

Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End "Lost... Kin?, part 1" >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


